LIST OF SITUATIONS IN WHERE WOMEN ARE ABUSIVELY CRIMINALIZED, DENIED
FROM THEIR RIGHTS AND ILLEGALLY DETAINED

List of situations Area/country

QUAN
QUAL
measures : Fieldnotes*, narratives, diaries,
Stats from
from social media texts, digital
officials
texts and testimonies
reports
about
human
rights'
violations in
the last years

Overall
observation
s about
risks' issues

1. Publishing
EU, UK
scientific papers,
reporting critical
data and issues
about womens'
rights or
corruption

Harassment
to
surveillance,
detention and
murder of
two women

France, UK
++
Women scientists and journalists, emergent
narratives (in blog posts, social
media and media reports) and
fieldnotes about women scientists
being dismissed from their field of
expertise, cyber-harassment,
plagiarism and parasitism, sexual
assault, slut shaming.
Malta :
Daphne Caruana Galizia, an
investigative journalist and anticorruption activist, murdered
Turkey :
Aysin Büyüknohutçu, an
environmental defender and
farmer, actively involved in local
politics and the legal and civil fight
against stone quarries in the Finike
district and throughout the rest of
Antalya, murdered

NA

Harassment
and
surveillance

Fieldnotes & women journalists'
narratives in blog posts and media
reports

ME

Murder

Irak
Shifa Ghardi, reporter for the
kurdish channel Rudaw who was
tryng to break the male-dominated
stereotypes in news media was
killed by bomb (?)

SOUTH
AMERICA

Murder

Mexico
Miroslava Breach Velducea
reporter for La Jornada was shot
eight times while leaving her home
« for being a loudmouth »

Cyberharassment

Fieldnotes, Narratives :
+++
cyberharassment, cf. cyber-protest normalized
to end sexual harassment and sexist to endemic
attitudes #balancetonporc and
masculinist counterside
#balancetapouffe spreading hate
speech, violence against women
and sexist insults

NA

Cyberharassment,
sexual
harassment

Fieldnotes, Narratives : cyberharassment, slut shaming, cyberstalking, #metoo

ME

SA
148 death
sentences in
2017 (m/f)
including 14
children, 1
disabled and
1 woman
(UN); 11
women
arrested
facing
charges of 20
years
detention or
death
sentences in
2018.

SA
Fieldnotes
Israa Al-Ghomgam (female
activist) who was arrested for
protesting and documenting on
anti-gov protests, end to ban on
women driving and other violations
towomen's rights on social media,
convicted of death sentence see
there; 2 indonesian domestic
worker convicted to death by
stoning

ASIA

China
Detention and
torture of
human rights
activists,
journalists,
communists
and
academics,
including
women,
disabled,

China
2 women rights activists sentenced
to prison terms of 3 to 4 years for
'inciting subversion' as well as
harassment of lawyers who defend
the activists; suspension of the
micro-blog Women's voices run by
feminists, forced 5 activists from
their homes in retaliation

2. Networking in EU, UK
social media

lesbian, and
transgender.
Death of Liu
Xaobo, Nobel
Peace Prize
under heavy
guard, 2017;
3 woman
rights
activists,
facing 3 to 4
years prison
terms 2018
(UN)
3. Doing science, EU, UK
maths or
computering

NA

Sexual
assaults and
abusive
conducts
from men

France & Quebec, fieldnotes,
narratives

14 women
murdered
(Canada)

Polytechnic attack Montreal;
US, narratives from social media
#metoo movement, and Fieldnotes

ME

?

ASIA

?

4. Travelling or EU, UK
commuting/transi
ent population
NA

ME

ASIA

Sexual
assaults

France, fieldnotes : sexual assault
and street harassment

Canada
5712 Women
indigenous
missing or
murdered
(National
Crime
Information
Database);
more than 30
since 2015.
Toronto Van
Attack, 6
women
injured

Canada
Fieldnotes documenting a street
attack in Montreal; narratives from
women :
Toronto : « Incell rebellion » :
attacks directed by hatred
misogyny towards groups of
women

Iran, Syria

Fieldnotes and narratives from
camp refugees : Rape in camps and
at borders (UN Report, 2018)
India

++
emergent

++
emergent

Women assaulted in Transports
Myanmar
Women raped and murdered (UN
Report 2018)
5. Biking, or
cycling

EU, UK

Fieldnotes : sexual harassment,
abusive conducts

NA

Fieldnotes : sexual harassment,
abusive conducts

+
trending

ME
ASIA
6. Participating in EU, UK
public activities
and protests

Fieldnotes
UK
Spycop scandal, women activists
detained and raped

NA

3 women
assaulted by
police and
detained

Canada
Toronto G20, 3 women,
independent journalists, detained
and 1 woman raped (Source : The
Real News)

ME

Dozens of
women
arrested

Saudi Arabia
Dozens of women rights' activists,
opponents to domestic violence
against women and academics
detained

ASIA

5 women
rights
activists
raped

India
5 women activists gang raped from
media sources

Harassment
and murder

UK
Jo Cox murdered during a political
meeting (UK), French women
politists assaulted (NKM, Cécile
Duclos, Green Party France)

7. Doing politics EU, UK

NA

?
?

ME, Asia

Murders and
arrests of at
least 2
political
leaders in
2018

SA
Badawi and Al-Sadah arrest
Syria
Orouba Barakat, a prominent
human rights activist and member
of the Syrian National Coalition.
Who opposed the regimes of Hafez
and Bashar al-Assad
India

+++
normalized
to endemic

++
emergent in
Europe, NA
and endemic
in South
America

Gauri Lankesh was a prominent
human rights journalist, critically
outspoken on the country’s caste
system, and on rightwing Hindu
nationalists. Lankesh worked for
the Times of India, and was an
editor of a Kannada-language
paper. Last year she was found
guilty of defamation over a story
accusing members of India’s ruling
Bharatiya Janata party of theft. She
was shot outside her home in
Bangalore on 5 September.
Philippines
Leonela Tapdasan Pesadilla,
member of the Compostela
Farmers’ Association (CFA)
Mia Manuelita Mascariñas-Green,a
lawyer at the Environmental Legal
Assistance Center,
SOUTH
AMERICA

2016-2017
Political
murders of
political
leaders

Brazil
Jane Julia de Oliveira, an
environmental defender in Pará
state, president of the Associação
dos Trabalhadores e Trabalhadoras
Rurais (Association of Rural
Workers)
Maria da Lurdes Fernandes Silva, a
community land rights leader and
environmental defender in Pará,
denouncing illegal acquisition of
land in the region.
Mexico
Gisela Motto, mayor of Mexican
city of Temixco was murdered a
day after taking office
Miriam Rodríguez Martínez, an
activist and leader of the Collective
of Missing Persons in San
Fernando
Colombia
Murder of Emilsen Manyoma,
leader of the Comunidades
Construyendo Paz en Los
Territorios and of Ruth Alicia
Lopez Guisao, gun shot in
Medellin
Yoryanis Isabel Bernal Varela

activist for the rights of indigenous
women
Meztli Omixochitl Sarabia Reyna
member of the Unión Popular de
Vendedores Ambulantes 28 de
Octubre (Upva)
Idaly Castillo Narváez, member of
the victims’ group Mesa de
Participación de Víctimas del
Municipio in the Colombian state
of Cauca.
Honduras
Patricia Villamil Perdomo killed
for denouncing human trafficking
Efigenia Vasquez Astudillo a
journalist for Renacer Kokonuko
Argentina
Micaela García
Activist for the left org Evita and
aspiring teacher
Guatemala
Laura Leonor Vásquez Pineda,
one of the leaders of the
Committee for the Defence of Life
and Peace in San Rafael Las
Flores, which was active in
opposing the El Escobal mine
owned by the Canadian company
Tahoe Resources
8. Giving talks
and conference,
or teaching

EU, UK
NA

Canada
Fieldnotes (World Forum,
Montreal; Cybersecurity Conf,
Lille)

+
trending

ME
ASIA
Sexual
preferences,
transgender

To be
completed

SOUTH
AMERICA

Mexico
Jennifer López a trans activist and
campaigned for the rights of the
LGBTQI community in Ometepec
in Guerrero state
Sherly Montoya, a member of

Grupo de Mujeres Transexuales

Fieldnotes were recorded during periods of observation and immersion in-between 2012 and 2018.
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